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Some point processes are obtained by generalising the well-known construction for a 
two-dimensional Poisson process which lacates an event on each of a sequence of conceniric 
circles in a particular way. The constructions considered here have, in general!, a random number 
of events on each circle. Under certain sufficient conditions, the constructed processes; are 
asymptotically Poisson, fa? from the otigin. The obvious regularity in the structure of these 
processes can be removed,, at least supelrficialiy, by displacing the events inldependently off the 
concentric circles. 
Multidimensional point process, 
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Asymptottc Potsson behaviour. 
I. Introduction 
A comprehensive survey of point process theory can be found in [a] and while for 
the most part the processes are assumed to be in R’, the theory concerned with 
counting properties of the processes usually holds uncha,mged in lip”. The theory 
specifically for a multidimensional process is desc:ribed by Fisher [3]. 
Howeyer in R’ most constructions of point processes are made via the interval 
sequence and have no natural analogue in R” (n :b 1). Thus there is a shortage of 
models for muttidimer~sional point processes, those considered most often tend 
either to be based on the Poiisson process, e.g. doub4y stochastic Poisson process or 
Poisson cluster process, or to be a perturbation of a regular lattice, 
Daley [I] discusses the problem of multidimensional renewal processes which he 
defines as processes constructed from one or more sets of independent and 
identically distributed variables and such that all parts of the plane 
contain points of the process. One such constructions is the familiar one for a 
Poisson process wrth a constant aramerer which locates the events on a 
of concentric ircles, and uses wo indlependent sequences of inde 
* The work presented in this paper formed a chapter of the author’s Ph.D. t 
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identically distributed random variables, {A,) which are exp:>nentiai and (8,) which 
are uniform on {0,2n). For particular realisations (u,} and {Hi} of these sequences, 
the polar coordinates of the points of the planar idrcbcess are (rr9 @,) where 
m+w,-t--t-a, (i = 1,2,,.. ), In this paper aome gcncralirations of this construe> 
tion are considered which have one or more points on each of a sequence of 
cclncentric circles, and most of which satiefy Daley’s definition, 
In Sectfon 2, the constructions ‘considered have9 like the Po~is~on process, jus! one 
event on each circfe, Glanrly, since the Poisson process is stationary, this type of 
~r~~~~~$ does not necearsarEXy depend on the origin chaaen for ,tbe centrc of the set of 
tric circles, fn Sectlsn 3, son$tructilans are discwwd which have 6 random 
ntrjs on each concentric ci~xle, fn thiti 6x8~ St ou 
the oriqln of the claardinstcz 
eclally it the mean number of even 
canstructed are shown to be 
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function F satisfying F(0) = 0, Then the only sequences possible are those which 
lead to a Poisson process. To see this denote the distribution function of 
and the random counting m5casure of the prolzess by PJ: Then 
E(N(B)) = A 1 I3 1 for all bounded Bore1 sets 61 c 
if and only if 
dF’“‘( m2)dt, (0) = A I d(ltr’jZ;;dO 
constant rate h and thrst he nu 
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is a Poisson variable, To investigate the second order properties of the process 
consider the measure 
dN(r, 6) = N(((p, 4) : r e p<r+Ar,ea#b<e+Ae)). 
hen if I’ 3 r, 
p(bN(r, @) 2 1, AN@‘, W) 2 1) 
x A( /rr2)A(d2)AdAtW o(A(~r2)A(~rr2)A8n:IO*} (2 5) . 
= A “[ ,I + 2p cos (0’ - ~)e~~A*~“2~‘2W’~~‘~]rA~~~rtAr’A~’ -t o(rArAWAr’AtV),
It follows from (2.5) thal for any boutlded 
ince the process has tb xmstant rate, 
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3. Proccesses with ran numbers of events on each C~IITC 
The processes considered in this Section have a random number f,f events an 
each of a sequence of concentric ircles. We shall discuss only the following very 
simple situation. Let {Ai} be a sequence of independent exponentially distributed 
variables with parameter A. Let {Mr} be a sequence of irndepelmdent non-negative 
integer-Pvalued random variables all with probability generating function (p.g.f.) 
C?(z) = 2114J &Z n, ch E(MI) = x;.-2 q,, <: 00, and denote by { tn,} a realisa- 
tion of this sequen en(m,)Je/==I: ,,.., m,;i=lJ ,,,. jbeasequence 
of independent variables all with distribt,!on function L over [O, 24, Assume that 
{AI}, (0,) and {M,} are independent sequences and that realisations of (A,} and 
{ @,,) are denoted by {a,} and (e,l) respectively, T’liren the point process in R2 which 
we consider has the realisation {(r,, O,,) : j = 1, , , l 9 mr ; i =z 1, I!, . ,. ) where nr2, = 
g,+-* -i- &, (n - I, 2,. 4. ), We shall denote the counting measure of this process 
by N and the pgA by CJ[tJ. 
The variables A, are chosem to be exponential! binc?z this was found to be the most 
tractabie case in the situation considered in th;, Last Section in which M, = 1 with 
probability one, It is clew thtit without loss of generality WC may aBv#rne that qO = 0, 
ft is straightforward to obtain the p. ,fl for the process: 
136 Va hrhaim 
more than one event on any circle. 
if A4 = 1 with probability one and in 
hown in Section 2 that the process is Poisson. 
s a simple example suppose that A :is a sector of an annulus, sa,y 
I;(# if RI 6 r 6 Rz, 
PM 1’ BB \.i I) 
0 otherwise, 
where Y+&$) denotes L[O, 41, Then we obtain 
.Z?QPA3) = exp{ - lan(Rf- R:)[l- Q(1 - (1 - t)U#)]}, 
JF(N(A)) = hw(R:- R:)L(&)E(M), 
V(N(A )) = lin(R; - R:jL(#){E(M) + #[M(.M - f)]L(#)}.. 
As another simple case, suppose that L is the uniform distribution 
Then the fupjstion cy (I) is 
1 
ar(r) = GX 1 
(3 5) . 
on [0,2n). 
(3 6) , 
(where I is the length of intersection of a circle, c:entre the origin and radius r, with 
the set A) and 
I 
OQ d(wr2)a(r) = 1 A 1. 
r-0 
In thins ituation, clearly all the properties of the process1 will be invariant under 
~O~~~UVUS tilt the sets involved about the origin. Because of the form of a(r), given in 
(3.69, it is straightforward toobtain the variance V(N(D)) where D is any disc with 
radius R centered on solme arbitrary point of the plane. z1::zce the algebra is, in 
general, rather tedious we consider the situation in which the origin is on thr 




cil( 7rI+2)Q( 2(P)= (9r2 - 4) 
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(M - l)]$+4)* 
IQ In (3.5) we put R1 = 0, 4 = 2n and & = R and then ce~mpart: tha% expression for 
V(N(A)) with the form for V(N(D)) in (3.7), we.see tha,t the variance for the 
number of events in a disc D, radius R, which has its celntre adistance R from the 
origin, is less than or equal to the variance for the disc A wiith radius R and centre 
the origin. There is quality only if M = I with probability one: the Poisison process 
case, In fact, it can be shown that ahe variance of the numt)er of events in a disc, 
radius R and cefitred a diritance d from the origin, is a monotonic decreasing 
function of d. . 
Finally in this Section the properties of the process fair from the alrigin are 
considered. It seem!‘, intuitively reasonable, at least if L is the uniform disrribution 
and perhaps for :Jther well-btzhaved distributions, that the process will be alsymptot- 
ically Poisson, This result can, alm.ost certainly be proved using one of the limit 
theorems which ezist in the iirera%ure. However, this asymptotic property can also 
be demons%rated using direct methods. 
To show that the process is asymptotically Poisson we haule to show that all the 
finite-dimensiona! distributions for the process converge ‘to the corre!ipondin 
distributions for a Poisson process as the sets involved in the distributions are 
translated to infinity. Clearly the parameter of the process will be E(M) if L is the 
uniform distribution. Since the Bore1 sets in the plane can be generated by thle 
rectangles, we need only consider the join% distributions of th c numbers of process 
points in disjoin% rectangles, where the sides of the rectangles arc taken to be 
paralle’[ and perpendicular to the direction of translation, 
To s’tart with we consider just two such rectangles A and B and assume that L is 
the uniForm distribution on [O,~W)# L,et t > 0. Then the joint p.g.f. of K(A + f) afrd 
N(B + t), where ,4 + t = {x + t ; x E A}, is derived by the substitution 
%I if (r, 0) E A + t, 
m, 0) = fb if (r, @)I E 1B + f, 
I otherwise 
in (3.9 The function f(r) can then be obtained, and if 1 - Q (@)) is writ% 
sum, the integral with respect o r can be pejrformed term bq term. If the limit as 
t + 00 it; %ak.en, again a term by term procedure is valid, thi!; leads to t 
N(A+rl E(&J * t~(““))+exp{ -u hE(M)[(l- z,)IA 
which shows that N( + t) converge in distribution, as t = 
0isson variables, 
1, * ’ 09 
(An -t- t) can be shown tlel c 
Somra of the regularity of the process disculrised in &x!tion 3 can be r@movenj by 
displacing inidepen ently the points off the cancelrtric circles. Lst D(;‘, W/r, @) be 
the pr~~b~bility that a. point with poke cmordinates (r, 6j is &placed into the eet 
{@, 4) : 0 ‘G p 6 f, 0 G Q, G 0’). Then, if the points of the pr~~~~~ss whichhas p.g.fl 
given by (3.3) are displaced i~deFende~~l~ly according to thtl: distributions D, the 
displaced process will have the p.g.W diCl [E] given by 
Gd[S] = eq3 ( - A\= d(m2)[l - Qh!r))l] (4 1) . 
0 
where 
v(r) = Jo f2” dL(8) I R’ dD(r’, W/r, i9)&‘, 0’). 
The process of Section 3 was shown to be asymptotically Poisson if L is suitably 
behave~l. It thus follows that its displacement is asymptotically Poisson as long as 
j-“w d(zr’)[= dL (0)dD (t’, W/r, @) 
is a Bore1 measgrc:. 
~pe~i~~ally, supl3ose that the random point (R, @) is displaced ito (rat’, 69) such 
that either (a) R’ =- /Xd -+ R or (b) R’ = Xd is a n~~n-n~!g~tiv~ variable 
independent of _R wit1.b distribution function & To get the p.8i.f. of the number of 
e dispkccxl process which lie in (A) say, substiute 
from which it is clear that the displaced process is not Poisson except in the 
degenerate case when the distribution of R’ conditional on R = J has a unit atom at 
r, that is, in case (a) Fd has all its weight at the origin, white in case (b) Fd has at1 its 
weight at the unit value. (Note that in neither case are the displacements of the 
events independent and identically distributed.) 
Finally we: note that since the choice of a particular ~~ist~bution f~~nct~on F& for 
example the exponential distribution, does not seem to simplify a~~preciably the
results for tbe displaced process, no properties of any special cases are given here. 
5. GemeraIisations to It” 
The constructions discussed in this paper generalise to R” in a atrai 
owing situation. The polar c~rdi~at~s of 
is <an (n - I)-dimensional vector such that 
(i = 1,. . .) It - 2) and 6,.-l E [O, 2~). The volu~n~ ele 
while the element of solid angle, dl’2, is 
dp1 = dVfr”-‘dr. 
The volume of a bsli of radius I: is 
cnrfl c,, ~~“‘~/l=-(d(n + 2)) 
pendent vector= 
cch that @,r f%k@l V%lU@S 
with u v%ri%ble p%P%nrer@r, we note thet if 
r(A) then L(8) mu 
) such 
i8 the 
ith the rate 
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of the process is a constant only if ,F is the exponential distribukn ;and the have 
a common marginal distributrion given by 
ltn Sections 3-4 where there are a random number sf events with the sauce radial 
coc:,rdinate the results apply iif the obvious modifications are made, For exampl 
f(y) has to be defined as 
where L(O) is the distribution of the angular coordinate and the integral is BVCO 
the region [O, P)“-~ x [0,21p), and then 
